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Finance digital transformation for accounting
and financing is always a challenging undertaking.
Nevertheless, the risk of not doing it - being left behind
by the competition - makes it an essential step.
CFOs and finance teams have a clear commitment
to provide accurate, instant and coherent views
of the growing mounds of financial data residing within
organizations. Getting consolidated clear dashboards
of all financials in a multiple & diverse system landscape
is a necessity in this age, not a luxury.

CFOs key challenge is to manage increasing volumes
of structured and unstructured data to better predict
future business trends.
Successful digital transformation of accounting and
financing is to combine both the people and the
solution in the right balance, where people will be free
of over processing activities and more focused to drive
business values.

Start your finance digital transformation
with Capgemini and Workday financial
management solution
• Design and align your accounting process in a solution driven approach
• Empower your people with innovative change management strategy and digital tools
• Benefit of End to End services, from advisory to roll out
• Work with International certified and experienced Workday consultants, from engagement

management to support post Go live
• Take advantage of strong assets in Workday implementation project

Straight-through
automated process
Shift in skills set
Power of analytics
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In addition to the Workday methodology, Capgemini’s Workday
offer brings know-how and expertise in major transformation
and integration projects with accelerators such as ASE©
(Accelerated Solution Environment), an agile change approach,
like New Change Deal©
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Bring together the right people,
with the right content,
in a collaborative way of working
in a different look and feel
to a traditional change program.

The New Change Deal© made
of proven methodology, coupled
with the use of innovative tools.
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Capgemini Delivery Centers work
as an one integrated team
to ensure the right level while
optimizing project costs and
deadlines.

With Capgemini and Workday you can digitally transform the
audit process
• Turn data into insights…into action… into business value
• Dashboards become meaningful and impactful
• Shorten cycles time and base models on operational drivers
• Leading finance function anticipates and fills the gap between

current team capabilities and future competency
• Accelerates the shift in finance talent model
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